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The legal profession is one among the few that has the 

potential to make a genuine difference in society. While 
we see ourselves as facilitators of change, it is the passion 
and commitment displayed by you that makes change 
possible. We strongly believe that the ethics, values and 
sense of social justice you imbibe from the faculty at NBSA 
Women’s Law College will serve to guide and power your 
legal career.   

In its aspiration of contributing to socially relevant legal education, NBSA Women’s 
Law College recognizes that its academic agenda and curriculum would critically engage 
with the challenges imposed by the unequal world order to the 'rule of law'. We 
recognize that legal education, in order to become justice education, must constantly 
reinvent itself to generate a productive critique of systemic and structural inequalities. 
Rule of law is the yardstick that measures the level of success of good governance in a 
democratic country. In India it is declared to be a basic structure. Constitutional 
commitment to rule of law would be a farce unless it is followed in practice in its 
governance. In this long and arduous journey to translate the rule of law into reality, law 
schools and law colleges have a pivotal role to play in shaping and honing committed, 
disciplined and well informed advocates, judges and academicians.  

NBSA Women’s Law College curriculum inculcates in the students critical and 
analytical thinking towards the issues of Contemporary concern. The students are always 
challenged to strive for excellence, and the College is always present to help them frame 
their individual opinion and help them have their voice heard. Our contemporary and 
compendious curriculum and courses are designed to focus on the development and 
refinement of legal skills eminently relevant in the twenty-first century. In furtherance of 
this idea, we also keep the students aware of recent hot topics in law like IPR, Cyber Law, 
Media Law, Banking Law, Law of Medicine, and Law and Technology etc.  

We believe that mix of competent, enlightened and dedicated faculty, a meticulously 
designed curriculum and an optimum infrastructure is going to ensure NBSA Women’s 
College of Law a respectable name in India and in the world. 

 

                                                                                                                    Dr. Rana Noor Siddiqui 
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The law is no longer limited to its conventional model 
of being known as a mere discourse which regulates 
external human behavior and assures social justice. The 
law is slowly exhibiting itself as an indispensable 
mechanism of change as it has shown to be an efficient and 
useful device for implementation of economic and public 
policy, thereby strengthening the foundation of the 
economy.  

 
The new idea of law and jurisprudence necessitates an unconventional approach to 

legal studies and research. Theoretical knowledge – one mere restricted to legal 
documents without interdisciplinary investigations and practical exposure is not tenable 
in the present day scenario, as one cannot develop the skill of interpreting the legal issues 
which have emerged as a result of the evolution of new economic understanding and 
technological advancement of the present millennium. All these necessitate Lawyers, 
Academicians, and Researchers with exposure and skill to play a crucial role in 
chartering the direction of our nation with sensitivity, wisdom, conviction, and devotion. 
This requires institution of high standards, which will stimulate intellectual inquiry and 
excellence. 

The academic curriculum, , incorporating emerging areas of Law in the syllabi on a 
regular basis pedagogy and teaching methods are devised to facilitate the young aspiring 
lawyers to analyze critically, well acquainted with legal principles and practice from a 
comprehensive perspective. The College assures to bridge the gap between the principles 
and practical applicability of concepts throughout the learning process which are 
simulative, participative and multi-disciplinary.  

The College persuade the pupils to take part in Moot Court Contests, literary 
functions, conferences and seminars, cultural and sports activities within the College as 
well as outside to enable them to develop their abilities in their respective areas. We are 
dedicated to giving to the society, proficient lawyers and judges, competent 
administrators, intellectuals, academicians and socially responsible citizens. Soon, the 
College work towards exchange arrangements for students with institutions in India and 
abroad. The College sincerely aims to attain the goal of making legal education as an 
instrument of social, political and economic change. It is my sincere belief that the 
College shall advance in its endeavors to nurture and improve quality legal education 
and make this institution one of the best in the country. 

 

                                                                                                         Dr. Abdul Razzaque Ahmed 

2. CHAIRMAN’S MESSAGE 
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The Noorjahan Begum Salam Ahmad Women’s Law College (The College) is the only 
college in Maharashtra, which offers 5 year Integrated B.A.LL.B Course, exclusively for 
women. The College dedicated to the cause of women's higher education.  Noorjahan 
Begum Charitable Trust  the took initiative to start a Law College exclusively for woman 
as it was felt that woman should know their rights and should fight for their cause. The 
College was established in 2010-11 for imparting quality legal education to the Women’s 
at Yavatmal District. Sant Gadge Baba Amravati University had granted the affiliation to 
the College on 23.03.2010 for conducting 5 years B.A.LL.B Course subject to the approval 
of Bar Council of India (BCI). In 2012 BCI inspected the College and provisionally 
approved the College to run 5year B.A.LL.B course with intake of one Section of 60 
students. Finally the College started to run from 2013 and in the first Batch of 2013 
admitted 36 students. It follows a semester pattern as prescribed by Sant Gadge Baba 
Amravati University. The Examination is conducted by the affiliated university. 

The college is managed by the Board of Management of the Noorjahan Begum 
Charitable Trust which is registered under Mumbai Public Trust Act and came into 
existence on 07.08.1992. The trust was established for the purpose of rendering services to 
the public in various fields of services to mankind i.e. educational, socio-economic, 
Orphanage, Rural Development, Medical Camps, Schools and Colleges, Arts and 
Agriculture, Health, Social Welfare and Promote National Integration among the public 
without any distinction of nationality, Religion, Caste, Class or Sex. 

Dr. Abdul Razzaque Ahmed is the Chairman the Board of Management of the 
Noorjahan Begum Charitable Trust. In love of her angel like mother, he established this 
charitable trust and immersed in philanthropic activities. Dr. Ahmed received his 
medical degree from All India Institute of Medical Sciences and moved to the United 
States in the mid-1970s at age 22 to further his education. After moving to the United 
States he had trained in Internal Medicine at the University of Pittsburgh, and in 
Dermatology at the University of Buffalo, and in Allergy and Clinical Immunology at the 
University of California at Los Angeles.  Dr. Ahmed was on the Faculty of Medicine at 
UCLA for six years before moving to Harvard University in Boston.  He began molecular 
research and earned a Doctorate of Science degree from the Harvard University Faculty 
of Medicine and a master's in Public Administration (MPA) from the Kennedy School of 
Government at Harvard University. 

Dr. Ahmed is a noted authority on two rare skin conditions, pemphigus and 
pemphigoid, that can lead to blindness, disfigurement, even death, and are often 
misdiagnosed. Some of his peers question his approach, which relies on a unique drug 
regimen in the toughest cases. But his patients say it gives them relief no other treatments 
have delivered. He is their caregiver of last resort. And they can’t imagine life without 
him. 
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He has published original scientific papers in peer-reviewed journals, chapters in 
various books, and edited five monographs.  He has lectured in the U.S. and worldwide 
throughout Asia, Canada, Europe, and the Middle East.  Blistering diseases patients come 
to him from all over the U.S. and several countries overseas.  He is unique because he is 
an excellent clinician, an imaginative and creative scientist, and an effective teacher with 
an infectious enthusiasm and the ability to make young physicians interested and excited 
in what they study and learn.  He has received several prestigious awards in the U.S. and 
many other countries.  It is important to note that he also received two Citations for his 
research and its global impact; one from The Commonwealth of Massachusetts House of 
Representatives, and the other from the Governor of the Commonwealth of 
Massachusetts, Argeo Paul Cellucci.  

Dr. Rana Noor Siddiqui is a well known and respected lady at Wani. She is the 
Secretary of NoorJahan Begum Charitable Trust. She is known for her educational 
endeavors and social work. Till now, she has helped hundreds of children to get a quality 
education, stand on its feet and earn a livelihood in a respectable manner. She also 
trained hundreds of women in stitching, sewing, and other vocational training to make a 
livelihood. She used to organized free medical camps on behalf of the Trust for 
marginalized people suffering from varied health complications. After a long and 
tiresome battle with her passion, courage, perseverance and dedication she managed to 
establish a first Women’s Law College in Maharashtra at Buranda with a vision that a 
woman should have the capability to stand on her own feet, fight for her right and step 
out with confidence. In recognition of her services to the society, she has been the first 
Muslim woman who has been conferred the Savitribai Phule Award by Maharashtra 
Government. Apart from this award, she has also honored with Maharashtra Gaurav 
Award and various other honors. 

 

 
 
 
NBSA Women’s College of Law provides a scholarly ambience in which students 

learn, in and outside the class room, to become outstanding legal professionals and 
leaders who serve the profession and society.  We are committed to the dual goals of 
access and excellence by creating a welcoming and vibrant educational community that is 
rich in diversity in all of its varied forms, and by offering students the fullest opportunity 
to participate and experience through flexible and innovative programs. 

 
The mission is realized through: 

 To instill in each student a sense of intellectual curiosity and commitment to life-
long learning. 

 To strive for evolving and imparting comprehensive legal education  
 To customize and evolve pedagogy as appropriately as possible to enrich the 

objectives and methods of teaching and learning process 
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 To contribute to the philosophy in ‘rule of law’ by disseminating legal knowledge 
and legal processes and their role in societal/human development by organizing 
lectures, seminars, symposia, workshops and conferences 

 To open dialogue and debate with the stake holders on contemporary legal and 
social issues 

 To enrich legal scholarship by publishing periodicals, journals, reading material, 
law reports and other associated legal literature 

 To organize legal awareness/ literacy camps in the community and assist the state 
legal services center, the human rights authority, the empowerment machineries 
of the state in the pursuits of women, children, differently abled persons, tribals, 
dalits and down-trodden 

 To undertake research projects, training camps, legislative drafting, research 
assistance to the judiciary and law firms 

 To promote cultural, legal and ethical values with a view to promote and foster 
the rule of law and the objectives enshrined in the Constitution of India 

 To improve the ability with a view to analyse and present for the benefit of the 
public, contemporary issues of public, concern and their legal implications 

 To liaise with the institutions of higher learning and research in India and abroad 
 To promote legal awareness in the community for achieving social, economic and 

political justice. 
 To build a cadre of rural legal practitioners and assist in justice delivery system 

 
 
 
 
5.1 Building  
The Law College has its wonderful building in the in 
the lap of nature away from hustle bustle of city 
provides a serene, elegant and beautiful environment 
where students have always had the chance to 
showcase their exceptional talent in moots or sports 
and other cultural activities. The proximity to nature, 
the stillness and peace that can be found amidst the 
daily hustle bustle are some of the most compelling 
factors to study at NSBA Women’s College of Law. 
The distance of the college from Nagpur airport is 120 
kms, from Changrapur railway station is 50 kms and 
from Wani is 26 Kms. The College is well connected 
through local transportation.  
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5.2 Hostel 
Hostel represents a cross-section of the population and the society. Young people 
from different states, regions and nations, speaking different languages, eating and 
dressing differently, professing diverse faiths, all come together imbued with a 
common purpose: pursuit of academics or research. The Institute has magnificently 
designed hostels girls each with all modern facilities, for boarding and other 
recreational activities. The hostels have their own mess to provide good and hygienic 
food to the students. 

 
5.3 Library 
The library of NSBA Women’s College of Law is one 
of the best libraries in Yavatmal district. The library 
has over 3000 books including various law reports and 
journals. The library follows the open access system 
wherein the students can access the books they want 
to refer directly from the shelves. 

 
 

5.4 Moot Court 
The college has a classic Moot Court Hall, where the 
mooting and debate competitions will be organised 
which will attract participants fm all over India. The 
objective of providing this facility is to impart 
practical experience along with academic excellence 
amongst the students. It is mandatory for all the 
students to participate in internal Moot Court 
Competitions so that they can gain the exposure and 
confidence to take part in Moot Court Competitions 
organized by other institutions and Universities.  

 

 
5.5 Computer Lab 
The College has a computer lab with adequate number of terminals with latest 
Configuration. 

 
5.6 Legal Aid 
College has a dedicated Legal Aid Cell. Always ready to offer help and best legal 
advice to marginalized sections of the society. 
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B.A., LL.B. Five Years Integrated Law Programme. 
The Duration of the programme is 5 academic years divided into 10 semesters .The 
Academic year starts in the month of July and ends in the month of June next year.  
 

ELIGIBILITY FOR ADMISSION 
According to Bar Council of India (BCI) Rules, a candidate opting for admission to 
the Five Year Course must have: 
(a) Passed the Higher Secondary Examination (10+2) or an equivalent examination 
securing in aggregate not below 45% of the total marks in case of general category 
applicants and 40% of the total marks in case of SC and ST applicants. 
(b) Age on admission is limited to 20 (twenty) years in case of general category 
applicants and to 22 (twenty two) years in case of applicants from SC, ST and other 
Backward communities on 1st January of the year of admission. 
The admission is based on the performance in the MH Common Entrance Test, Law 
Entrance exam conducted by the Maharashtra Higher Technical Education 
Department. 
 

FEE STRUCTURE 
S/R  
NO. 

 1st  year 2nd 
year 

3rd year 4th year 5th year 

1 Tution Fee 2000 2000 2000 2000 2000 

2 College Library Fees 275 275 275 275 275 

3 Development Charges  1100 1100 1100 1100 1100 

4 Identity Card  20 20 20 20 20 

5 Extra Curricular  55 55 55 55 55 

6 Gym Khana  10 10 10 10 10 

7 Medical Exam Fees 33 33 33 33 33 

8 Terminal & test 50 50 50 50 50 

9 Physical Efficiency 11 11 11 11 11 

10 University Enrolment  55 0 0 0 0 

11 University Annual Fees 55 55 55 55 55 

12 University Exam Fees 425+425 425+425 365+365 365+425 850 

13 College Magazine 55 55 55 55 55 

14 Uni. Student Council 
Fees 

5 5 5 5 5 

15 University Sports Fees 110 110 110 110 110 

16 Student safety Insurance 2 2 2 2 2 

6. ELIGIBILITY AND FEE STRUCTURE 
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17 Facility Fees  110 110 110 110 110 

18 Emergency 10 10 10 10 10 

19 Gadge Baba Fund 2 2 2 2 2 

20 Cycle Stand  75 75 75 75 75 

21 Ashwamedh Shulk  30 30 30 30 30 

22 Uni. SAF Fund  11 11 11 11 11 

23 Corpus Fund 10 10 10 10 10 

24  Walefare Fund  20 20 20 20 20 

25 Environmental Studies 
Exam Fees 

     

 Total 4954 4899 4934 4844 4899 
 
NOTE 

 Same fee structure is applicable for the rest of the Semesters i.e. from Vth to Xth. 
 Fees are subject to revision from time to time as per College Circular (All figures in 

Rupees) 
 Fees may by revised as per University & BCI directions and it is obligatory on 

the admitted students. 
 Fees can also be revised in other circumstances. 
 Admission fees & other college fees once submitted shall not be refunded.      

IMPORTANT INSTRUCTIONS ABOUT ADMISSION 
 Admission of the student is provisional/temporary. It is subject to approval of 

Bar Council of India & Sant Gadgebaba Amravati University, Amravati. 
 Students are requested to read the prospectus very carefully before submitting 

the admission form. 
 Application form should be filled carefully. The in-complete application is 

likely to be rejected. The information furnished in the application should be 
true & correct. 

 Rules of Amravati University regarding admission are binding and the same 
are incorporated in this prospectus. The changes made time to time by the 
University are binding on the students. 
 Documents necessary along with the Application Form   

 College Leaving Certificate {original} and 4 true Copies {attested}  
 True copy of Mark list duly attested 5 Copies  
 Pass port size Photograph. 
 Gap Certificate {if any} 
 Equivalency certificate {if any}.  
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The Candidate is required to attend at least 75% of the classes actually held to be 
eligible to fill up the form for the examination in each semester including practical 
papers.  
College /Teaching Hours:  
The college hour is from 9.00A.M. to 3.00 P.M. however the teaching Hours are 
modified from time to time as and when required and will be notified on the notice 
Board of the college. 
 

 
 
 
The students are required to attend classes in the prescribed uniform which is as 
under:  
Girls: White Salwar with white Jamper and Dark Maroon Color Cap. No student 
shall be allowed to attend class without uniform. 
Ceremonial Uniform: On the dates when the student is required to attend moot court 
or seminar, he/she is required to attend with a black coat on a prescribed uniform. 
 

 
 
 
8.1. Marks Scholarship (Tuition fee Exempted) 
80%-90% (Tuition fee Exempted) 
70%- 80% (50%Tuition fee Exempted) 
8.2 Merit-cum-Means Scholarship 
With a view to help the deserving meritorious needy students admitted to B.A.LL.B 
the College might reimburse half the fee of any student (maximum 5% of the intake) 
keeping in view his/her financial status on the recommendations of the committee to 
be constituted by the Principal. 
8.3 Scholarships to the candidates of SC/ST/OBC and also to the students of 
unreserved categories having family income less than Rs.1.00 Lac per annum are 
available under various schemes of the department of social welfare, Govt. of 
Maharashtra.  
8.4 Various Scholarship schemes available for minority community students under 
the State as well as Central Government. 
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Today, law plays a decisive role in every sphere of society. Be it the corporate sector, 
the defence forces, private litigation, legal advice in advertising, intellectual property 
law. Lawyers have become an indispensable part of modern life. Some of the exciting 
career options that are available to law graduates are: Legal officers in corporate 
sector, Law officers with NGOs, Banking Sector, Tax Consultants, Direct Entry 
Judicial Magistrates, and Private Practice etc. 
 
 
 
 
 
Well experienced and accomplished faculty is employed at the College. We believe 
best minds can create and train best young talents. So we put strong emphasis on 
acquiring and creating best and experienced pool of talents. We provide all support 
for continuous development of our faculty members in the form of research 
initiatives, encouragement for attending workshops & conferences at national and 
international level. 
 

Academic Staff 

Sr.No. Name of Teacher Qualification Designation 

1 Ms. Fauziya Khan LL.M. 
Officiating Principal and 
Assistant Professor  

2 Dr. Shahab Ahmad LL.M. NET Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor 
(Regular) 

3 Ms. Puja Banker LL.M. NET 
Assistant Professor 
(Regular) 

4 Ms. Humaira Sharif LL.M. 
Assistant Professor 
(CHB) 

5 Ms. Yasmin Khan MA  
Assistant Professor 
(CHB) 

6 Dr. Anand C. Wele Ph.D. JRF 
Assistant Professor 
(CHB) 

7 Mr. Sagar S. Barshettiwar MA 
Assistant Professor 
(CHB) 

8 Pravin Walke MA 
Assistant Professor 
(CHB) 

9 Arun K Ambhore MA 
Assistant Professor 
(CHB) 
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